
 

999 Ambulance (Unscheduled Care)  

See and Convey - taken to hospital 

Patient Survey Feedback  

  Month: August 2021 

 
91.8% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

 

Positive  
free text 

comments 

Did everything possible to keep me calm do everything in my own time and 
reassure me 

From the operator right down to the Ambulance crew, response and service 
exemplary. No Complaints at all.  Response time in current circumstances 
excellent. 

The call handler was fantastic calm and reassuring. We had a follow up call 
asking how things are and updating on arrival time. The crew that arrived 
where also fantastic. 

 
 

Negative   
free text 

comments 

My partner gets treated really poorly every time. I call for a ambulance. She 
suffers from mental health issues and every time they come to help her 
they treat her really like a price of rubbish 

People skills and training your staff that not every illness manifests the 
same way in each individual!!! 

I had to wait 2.5 hrs at the scene of my accident for the ambulance to 
arrive. When it eventually arrived, service was very good. 

Number of responses 

Online 29  

Total: 

562 

 

Print 59 

Text 474 

 



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and Good (combined) 516 91.8% -0.2 

Very good 427 76% -0.8 

Good 89 15.8% +0.6 

Neither good nor poor 12 2.1% -2 

Poor 13 2.3% +1 

Very poor 20 3.6% + 

Don't Know 1 0.2% +0.2 

Please note: comparisons above are made against the previous months report. Surveys are input against the date the service is used 
therefore small variations in data can happen between reports. 

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment Analysis 

 



 

Results by resource CCG  

Resource CCG 
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Total 91.8% 5.9% 562 427 89 12 13 20 0 

County Durham CCG 90.2% 6.5% 92 63 20 3 1 5 0 

Newcastle Gateshead CCG 85.9% 12.8% 78 52 15 1 5 5 0 

North Tyneside CCG 81.8% 13.6% 44 28 8 2 2 4 0 

Northumberland CCG 95.5% 3% 67 60 4 1 1 1 0 

South Tyneside CCG 100% 0% 23 20 3 0 0 0 0 

Sunderland CCG 95.4% 1.5% 65 51 11 2 1 0 0 

Tees valley CCG 93.1% 4.4% 160 124 25 3 3 4 0 

CCG unknown  97.0% 3% 33 29 3 0 0 1 0 

Results by Cluster  

Cluster name  
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Total 91.8% 5.9% 562 427 89 12 13 20 0 

Alnwick 100% 0% 17 14 3 0 0 0 0 

Backworth 90.2% 9.8% 41 29 8 0 2 2 0 

Bishop Auckland 85.7% 7.1% 28 18 6 2 0 2 0 

Blucher 83.3% 16.7% 24 16 4 0 2 2 0 

Coulby 89.3% 3.6% 56 40 10 3 1 1 0 

Cramlington 82.8% 10.3% 58 42 6 4 4 2 0 

Hartlepool 97.4% 2.6% 38 24 13 0 1 0 0 

Lanchester Road 91.4% 5.7% 35 26 6 1 0 2 0 

Monkton 94.3% 5.7% 35 29 4 0 0 2 0 

No Cluster 93.8% 5.6% 160 131 19 1 2 7 0 

Pallion 92.9% 3.6% 28 22 4 1 1 0 0 

Stockton 100% 0% 42 36 6 0 0 0 0 



 

Free text comments  

Your team were prompt, friendly n assessed my mum quickly, 

Amazing ambulance staff  

I appreciate that the operator needs the facts but I felt they were a little quick to interrupt to be honest. 

3 colleagues came, everyone of them were reassuring and calmed the patient they were here to see. Very 

understanding of the mental health condition of the patient also. A big thank you to them  

The Ambulance arrived very quickly  

The paramedics who attended to my 8 month old baby were fantastic and very reassuring.  Although we 

waited 45 minutes for an ambulance to arrive, the communication we received prior to the ambulance 

arriving was good.  

Because my 90 year old antie had a serious fall and it took 2 hours for a ambulance 2 turn up after 4  

phone calls while auntie was seriously hurt a absolute disgrace. 

It took almost 2 hours before an ambulance arrived despite presenting with chest pain, breathing difficulties 

and light headed and long term AF. I live alone and needed to keep my daughter on the phone with me as 

she lives 150 miles away. When the ambulance arrived the crew asked me why I had waited so long to call 

an ambulance. I explained I'd called 999 2 hours ago and was instructed not to call back by the operator.  

Call handler was lovely and even though I was advised they (ambulance) were very busy, I didn't have to 

wait too long for an ambulance. Paramedics were brilliant with my Dad. 

Ambulance and staff were very prompt, polite and efficient.  

The service was obviously busy as it took a while for the call to be answered.  

Had to wait 6 hrs 

Great service my husband was poorly and paramedics were fantastic 

Very friendly always polite with the call centre and the paramedics 

Waiting time with an unconscious patient at 1 am for over 3 hours was extremely stressful and potentially 

damaging to the patient.  

Very quick, very helpful, very experienced very friendly and professional. 

Staff were professional, able to stay calm and make decisions  

Efficiency and caring 

Knowledgeable crew 

Staff are understanding professional and sympathetic to all patients. They never judge and always try to 

help in a caring way.  

Was a good response did take a while to get to me but when did arrive there where great  

The service is doing the best they can during such unprecedented conditions and demanding times. They 

were as prompt as they could be and both had great knowledge and clinical judgment.  

My partner gets treated really poorly every time I call for an ambulance. She suffers from mental health 

issues and every time they come to help her they treat her really like a price of rubbish. 

They were very committed and went above and beyond very understanding. 

Did everything possible to keep me calm do everything in my own time and reassure me  

Totally understand you’s are very busy, I rated good as It took 4 attempts to try and get through in an 

emergency situation. 

I think the service provided was good however i was given no major instruction to ensure the patient was at 

his most comfortable. Alongside this i on my own decided to put the patient into the recovery position but 

no one instructed me to do so. The gentleman did help to calm me down however and ensured that i was 

aware of what to look for if the patient got worse.  

Happy to comment. I admire you people and always did as an RVI consultant for 30+ years 



 

Paramedics were brilliant, but , prob due to the times living in, both times used recently took at least 1 and 

half hrs 

Attended quickly and arranged to transport husband to hospital with care and dignity 

I was extremely well cared for by all staff. Thank you. 

Didn't have to wait very long for ambulance. Courteous and caring crew 

Very quickly answered cannot fault the service at all  

Good all round service A1 

They were 100% professional in treating me for a haemorrhage on three different occasions  

Very helpful and very reassuring very quick response…. Thank you all yous all appreciated  

Very understanding and informative, polite and caring.  Made us feel comfortable and put us at ease 

Attitude of a member of staff on the phone was very unhelpful.  

I was seen twice by paramedics in 2 days and I cannot thank them enough for all the help I received from 

them. Especially as I was really unwell. Especially *** and **** who spent a long time with me when they 

came when my sats were really low.  

Staff were great and could not be faulted.  The only reason I did not tick excellent was due to the time 

taken.  This is the managements fault and not the front line.  

They came pretty quick and helped me with my daughter  

Everyone has always been polite and helpful  

Pleasant helpful and caring  

The service was exemplary. The ambulance arrived within 3 minutes and the operator was calm and 

reassuring. The paramedics were wonderful. Helpful, reassuring and top professionals. We were and are 

very grateful for their help.  

Excellent response and support very efficient and professional  

Very friendly and professional staff 

999 was called because my father was seriously unwell. Paramedics assessed him and put his 

presentation down to side effects of his medication.  Over the following 7 days, he deteriorated further and 

was taken to hospital. We found out his back pain was caused by Mesothelioma with an additional infection 

in the lungs. This had nothing to do with his medication. 

Speedy response. Courteous staff, very friendly, not patronising and made us feel they really cared and 

wanted to help. Both attending paramedics on the day and the follow up visit from the community response 

team of Patsy and Dave were brilliant. 

Ambulance arrived very fast. 

They were sympathetic, empathic and really good at there job really good  

The call handler was calm and professional and put me at my ease straight away 

Calm and efficient.  Very caring and understanding.  

Care and direct quick action where needed 

Fairly quick response. The paramedics in attendance were good 

Very professional and caring crew  

They prioritised my 9 month old son & came quickly 

Correct diagnosis and immediate attempted treatment unlike Cramlington Hospital.  

They were very efficient and courteous. 

Paramedics were lovely 

I was really worried as my partner was ill and they kept me informed of where the ambulance mire or less 

was  

Informative, clearly spoken and friendly 

Not enough ambulances, so could not give me an estimated time of arrival. More investment needed by 

government, however understand this is not the fault of the service itself. 



 

They were very assuring and kept me calm.as I was in a lot of pain. 

Because they were very helpful and the ambulance arrived very quickly 

Very professional crew  

The ambulance service in North Est has been for lots of years giving the excellent jobs to save people life.I 

wont to congratulate all of the staff in Newcastle and Gateshead for delivering the best job so far in North 

Est . 

Overall service was outstanding  

Prompt& caring 

Very quick arrival, great treatment and very attentive  

Found neighbour collapsed on floor. Phoned for ambulance and was told the service was very busy but 

someone would be with us as soon as possible. After quite a while neighbour still on floor as I thought it 

best not to try lift due to awkward circumstances someone else rang to assess situation. Prioritised due to 

age & diabetic. Should that have been priority from start but then if ambulances were elsewhere what could 

have been done differently? 

Waited over 4 hours in middle of night with old lady crying  with pain. Had to ring more than once to find out 

when coming. It was daylight by then 

Quick excellent service  

Put at ease lovely paramedics efficient easy to talk to brilliant 

8 hours it took for the ambulance to come despite doctor calling it – didn’t want to take patient to hospital as 

thought they were ok - i made patient go to hospital and she had had a stroke?’ 

Paramedics were friendly however their people skills and possibly knowledge lacking. Made me and my 

partner feel like we were wasting their time and was asked why I didn’t phone the gp! My partner was in a 

lot of pain and something obviously very wrong. Said there was nothing they could really do!!  He was 

taken to hospital after we pushed for tests and turned out that evening he was rushed into surgery for 

possible sepsis.  

We have used the emergency ambulance twice recently and both times had wonderful caring and 

understanding paramedics. Although it took a while for the ambulance to arrive this is totally 

understandable when you realise how busy they actually are and how long it takes to hand over the patient 

to the extremely busy hospitals. Thank you so much for the excellent caring professional service you all do 

an amazing job in such difficult times 

Took over 2hrs to arrive. Once on site then excellent! 

Very helpful  

Arrived quickly and the staff where excellent  

Breathing problem 

Response and sympathetic service given by the 2 paramedics 

The service was brilliant & very professional  

Excellent from start to finish wonderful people who do a great job pay rise an insult  

The ambulance service is a brilliant service when used appropriately. The ambulance crew were helpful, 

calm and polite.  

Didn’t wait too long Paramedics excellent Only problem was couldn’t get hospital of choice, but not 

ambulance fault  

Very kind  

My husband passed out and fell through a glass coffee table. So relieved when medics turned up. 

Husband collapsed at the top of the stairs was grey and clammy  

I received overall good care but I did feel like I was being persuaded not to go to hospital. One paramedic 

was telling me how bad things were in hospital, I feel, in order for me not to go  

All personal where great, didn't wait too long for ambulance, all was perfect 



 

I was triaged by the police to NEAS. The paramedics who came to me were very professional and very 

thorough with their assessment and treatment of me. They contacted my GP for advice first and insisted I 

attended hospital after speaking to GP. I had a very long wait (10 hours) however as not being a priority I 

fully understood their actions. I was also contacted by a nurse from NEAS in between my wait time who 

insisted i was still seen by a paramedic. 

The communication from the call centre was good, the ambulance arrived sooner than expected, and the 

paramedics where friendly, professional, and understanding  

The ambulance staff provide a first rate service in your care and consideration  

Came quickly, superb team, listened and acted quickly, saved my husband s life! 

Crew *** were brilliant, so kind and compassionate.  

Because they took great care of me. 

When I called for help it came very quickly and the ambulance men, made me feel at ease. 

They arrived very quick. 

Very quick and professional, lovely paramedics. 

Because they were attentive and caring. 

The team that attended the emergency call made as I had collapsed in a shop were so kind, and patient 

and knowledgeable. When I was able to give participate they listened to my opinion regarding plan of action 

and gave me the time I needed to recover before taking me home and ensuring I was safe before leaving. 

Ambulance reached me within 30 minutes on Holy Island 

Very quick to dispatch ambulance 

From call taker to ambulance crew service was great 

I was taken from Ashington to Cramlington Hospital by ***** and ****after a bad ANGINA attack at Church 

15 /8/21. Also paramedics ***** for their help, compassion and total care for me, Thank You so much to 

them all. I am home now and feeling better. They are a huge credit to your service. The best of luck to you 

all for the future.  

Adequate staff polite and patient  

It was as I expected.  

The paramedics that attended to me were very kind and considerate. 

Kind, understanding and kept me informed. 

Paramedics were excellent, that's why I gave the best score available. However, the waiting time was poor, 

but understandable in present limes. 

Prompt.  Was well taken care of  

I had to wait 2.5 hrs at the seen of my accident for the ambulance to arrive. When it eventually arrived 

service was very good. 

Handled in a professional and courteous manner from beginning to end. 

Ambulance took over an hour to arrive on an emergency service. Husband has cancer and in my mind I 

thought he was dieing basically. When it did finally arrive service was brilliant. Government need to get this 

NHS service back up and running properly and plough lots more money into it 

Quick and very friendly, professional and reassuring service  

Amazing , quick and thorough examination. Very calm and respectful  

The ambulance driver was so abrupt and nasty toward me because I hadn’t had my COVID jabs  

Very quick and efficient. Great bed side manner and reassurance. Vast knowledge and experience. Very 

helpful 

From dialling 999 paramedics arrived within 15 mins to assist. Thoroughly checked patient and decided 

wiser option to transport in ambulance to hospital. Professionalism displayed first class. Extremely happy 

with such wonderful service from all parties. 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 



 

My brother had been severely burned with a scald, he had MS and is very vulnerable. I called the 

ambulance at 1pm and it was 7pm when they actually reached him. He waited 4 hours to be picked up from 

the Hospital, he is unable to stand and can only just weight bear. My son in law went to collect him because 

of the wait, he hadn't even been offered a drink in three hospital and hadn't eaten for hours. It took 4 men to 

get him into the car and we got him out with great difficulty at 4am! 

There when I needed them, great service 

The service trys its best some times to get an ambulance to situation  

Call handler wasn’t bothered by my overdose and frankly said it will be up to 4 hours. Crisis team called me 

and prompted them then they were there in 15 mins. Never checked me over at home or even checked 

blood sugars  

Very courteous & caring staff 

Paramedics were fabulous, so compassionate, helpful,  respectful. Can’t praise them highly enough 

Operator told me ambulance would take up to 10 hours and really tried to persuade me to use other means 

to get to the hospital eg knocking on neighbours door at 5am 

Efficient 

Prompt - arrived less than 10 minutes. Helpful on the phone ie recovery position. However maybe explain 

what this is, some people may not know what the recovery position is (future practice) 

Called an ambulance as my mother in law was very unwell to be told it’s not serious enough no someone 

would call us back. 3 days later she was rushed to hospital with acute kidney failure and almost died. 

Terrible to be told you don’t warrant an ambulance when you know that a loved one needs it.  

Response time was very good, and paramedics Kept patient calm.  

The paramedics and ambulance crew were incredible. Wait times are too long but I know that isn’t their 

fault. Can’t fault the staff who are out under enormous pressure by government cut backs. They need a pay 

rise!  

I thought they very knowledgeable and considerable  

I was told that an ambulance would be dispaced with in 15min and it arrived with in 15min of that time,,3 

crew members came lnside of the house and left them to do there job the told me there are taking the wife 

to South tyneside hospital  I would like to thank the crew that extended  a very big thank you ho all that 

work for the NHS once again thank you all 

Because they were very perlite and professional.   

Vert quick and so helpful and so lovely  

Paramedics did all necessary tests for diagnosis and urgently transported my husband to the Freeman 

Hospital. Their efficiency helped save his life after suffering a heart attack. We don’t know their names but 

would like to thank them very much.  

Very thorough 

Very friendly, efficient staff who made you feel at ease.  

After falling down the stairs and knocking myself out on concrete I had severe pain in my big toe to which 

the paramedic kicked my toe and was cocky throughout the full trip to hospital 

My mother needed immediate medical attention, having been failed by a Dr and a nurse. She died 4 days 

after being taken in to hospital. 2 hours it took for the ambulance to come.  

Prompt authoritative triage and advice providing confidence and reassurance  Rapid dispatch of ambulance 

and hospital transfer after assessment. Empathetic knowledgeable crew. 

Excellent service  

Very quick. Phone call then rapid response before ambulance arrived in about 15 mins 

Incompetent call handler 

Quick to arrive and dealt with issue well explaining what they were doing at all times 



 

The person on the phone and the two ambulance people were amazing very fast and calm and acted very 

quickly and I was in a very bad way and they were a big part of saving my life I’m beyond thankful for there 

fast acting amazing work  

On time and efficient  

They were very professional but they put me at ease because they were talking to me while they were 

doing all the things they needed to do. They came across very warm and friendly which made all the 

difference as I was in a lot of pain. It was a perfect balance of doing their job and being kind and caring. 

The crew were efficient very personable and very reassuring  

Prompt response and efficient treatment 

There made my experience in the ambulance good always reassuring me  

Quick response very thorough examination.  

Call was answered straight away, and advice given while we waited 

They were very caring  and quick to respond to my call.  

Arrived quickly and paramedic was very helpful with my elderly dad  

Arrived rather quickly for my baby and the paramedic were amazing with me and the my baby  

Professional service throughout. Very thorough and skilled. 

From making a phone call to being taken to hospital ambulance staff were amazing. My partner was looked 

after from the moment they entered the house and gave us lots of reassurance. They are a credit to the 

NHS. Thank you all so much for your care. 

Fast at responding  

The ambulance staff were so good and reassured my dad that everything was going to be ok, and that he 

was better off going into hospital for X-rays rather than staying at home injured, they were very thorough in 

ensuring they had a list of medications and were very patient with my dad. 

I called ambulance for someone else.  I was talked through what to do.  Ambulance arrived quickly and 

crew were helpful and informative.  

From the operator right down to the Ambulance crew, response and service exemplary. No Complaints at 

all.  Response time in current circumstances excellent.  

The people that dealt with me we amazing, but waiting time for ambulance was poor. 

Excellent service and really quick 

The paramedics were absolutely brilliant with me  

Slow to respond @ first but after follow-up call they arrived quickly. 

Very quick and staff very efficient, thorough, knowledgeable 

Rang 999 for a service user I care for and crew came within 10 minutes. They made the woman feel at 

ease and were all fantastic. 

Very prompt arrival  

The paramedics did an excellent job made me feel very comfortable, and reassured me of the situation. 

The operator was very helpful, kind and understood Me and helped me so much 

Very polite and friendly  

Very quick response time, thoroughly professional staff, helpful, caring and thorough in their treatment. 

very pleased and high standard all round  

Prompt Response and supportive. Initial call agreed to take patient to Hospital but patient couldn't get from 

the bed to car and had to ring 999 again to explain why called again. Staff very professional and 

understanding and arranged for Ambulance to attend as soon as one was available. 

Call was answered quick Only problem was the time given to wait for ambulance was very miss judged 

Because they where helpful when my son was unwell. 

Fast response excellent crew 

The paramedics were kind and reassuring. They made me feel safe. They were extremely professional.  



 

I would have said very good if the ambulance had came quicker 

Very quick, friendly, reassuring  

Well the reason is because I had breathing difficulties and i had a massive panic attack as well and they 

calmed me rite down and made me feel comfortable  and I'm so grateful for everything that they done for 

me they talked me through everything that they were doing as i was unable to ask at that point and theh got 

to me very quickly although it felt like a life time my daughter said it was within minutes even on the way to 

the hospital the true care and attention was 100% couldn’t fault anything 

The crew that attended to my mum were amazing, friendly supportive and listened to what my mum wanted 

to say. 

Fairly rapid response, efficiency in assessing and dealing with situation 

Professional. Compassionate Caring and competent with pain management. Stayed with me and in A&E 

and talked  me through  to hand over 

Ambulance arrived in good time, and were very attentive 

Because it was very efficient 

Put my elderly and afraid Mum at ease, Professional and empathetic worked diligently explaining why they 

were conducting medical procedures 

The team were very efficient, kind and caring towards my partner who was in a lot of pain.  

Paramedics did a very thorough examination and had identified the cause of Dad's episode before they 

even left the house with him (later verified by A&E exam). They explained everything so very clearly and 

were very comforting/reassuring in their conversation with both of us. 

I found the phone calls required before my husbands case was elevated to an emergency status quite 

difficult 

The ambulance service are incredible and do an amazing job in very difficult circumstances.  

Ambulance turned up within 10mins of hanging up from my 999 call. Paramedics were very friendly and 

professional how they spoke to my mum who was suffering breathing problems, kept her calm and made 

her feel at ease! We thank u all for the job u choose and the care u give in saving lifes  

The telephone operator was very reassuring as were the paramedics when they arrived 

Prompt and professional 

Excellent advice and pleasant experience overall  

The call handler was fantastic calm and reassuring. We had a follow up call asking how things are and 

updating on arrival time. The crew that arrived where also fantastic. 

Both medics were very polite and very efficient, both wore full ppe.made my wife feel very comfortable, 

explaining everything  they were doing as they were going through  the process of doing  their checks 

overall very satisfied. 

They were very helpful  

The service my son received the day of his accident from the ambulance crew,once they arrived was 

absolutely impeccable in every way. Amazingly skilled, friendly and professional individuals. The reason I 

didn’t tick “Very Good” is because my son was in excruciating pain having broken his elbow and two bones 

in his wrist and he had to wait for an hour for the ambulance to arrive. The 999 call handlers were very 

reassuring and friendly and I really don’t envy their job with the resources at hand. 

Ambulance arrived fairly quickly and the paramedics were lovely and helpful.  

Staff very helpful and caring both over the telephone and when they arrived. 

Although it took an hour for the ambulance to come, the team supported me on the phone they were very 

good. 

Everything you do is amazing! All your paramedics were fantastic, not only did they calm and reassure my 

mother but took her to the hospital without giving her any stress. I had no idea what to do and was guided 

clearly and calmly by the 999 ambulance operator. As it turned out she was at hospital in the nick of time 

and is now back home. Thank you 💖 



 

I was phoning on behalf of a woman who had fallen whilst out with her husband. The lady I spoke to on the 

phone was very calm and helpful  

A first class professional service 

Amazing phone manner incredible paramedics Not sure had two crew at ********** Excellent people you 

should be proud  

Good service  

The operator was very helpful. 

Pleasant paramedics 

Had to wait over 2 hrs for an ambulance my daughter was having a fit first out of 5 got to hospital on our 

own in 20min 

Call operator was excellent, a call back after 30 mins checking how things were as there was a delay 

getting the ambulance to us. Kept us in the loop at all times 

Call handlers and ambulance crew did everything possible to help with in the situation and the call handlers 

continually kept in contact until an ambulance arrived  

Service was very quick and well informed 

Surprisingly fast response time. Pleasant and very capable staff.  

My experience was excellent apart from the fact it took along time to get through on the phone. I 

understand when I called it was extremely busy. The paramedics were really really good and friendly. They 

acted promptly to my health and got me to hospital very fast.  

They were quick and very thorough  

I gave this answer as the two paramedics were very helpful, caring and took her to the hospital as a 

precaution just to be safe  

Paramedics were brilliant and very calming 

They were able to put up with me while I was extremely I'll, and there care for me & empathy was better 

then some of the doctors and nurses at Darlington Hospital. 

Excellent service. Could not thank paramedics enough. Credit to the NHS. 

Because they were quick and very professional and polite  

My wife took bad the lads that arrived where fantastic put us both at ease and took her to hospital but were 

really nice and very helpful should be payed more for the fantastic job they do   once again thank you  

Ambulance arrived within 20 minutes of the call. Ambulance staff were very friendly and knew what they 

were doing and put us at ease.  

Excellent staff who really helped and cared 

I received excellent care and attention from the Ambulance Crew. I was suffering from whiplash and quite 

shocked. They were brilliant, friendly and efficient explaining things to me I needed to know. As I had a 

pacemaker  and on apixiban they thought I needed to be checked over. I felt safe in their care. Thank you 

so much for everything. 

Very professional knew what they were doing 

The ambulance arrived earlier than predicted and the crew were quick and efficient in helping me  

Very caring and reassuring  to my father.  Excellent service  

Very calming and reassuring, non-judgemental and supportive during what was a scary time.  

Paramedics were very swift to acknowledge what was happening to my dad, and attended to him 

immediately  

Very little sympathy given circumstances and not willing to listen  

We waited over 1 hr for my husband with central chest pain and previous MI 

I’m a mental health professional and called the ambulance for a service user. The crew were patient and 

took on board all the advice I gave regarding asking for consent to physically touch the patient and 



 

explaining each aspect of what they were doing when touching them. The crew were empathetic and kind 

throughout the process  

The first man who seen to me was very nice and calming , he waired with me for an ambulance to arrive  

You explained fully that there was a delay due to the heavy demand for the service and also rang us 

frequently to see that we were coping ok 

The Paramedics arrived extremely quickly along with the Fire Service. As a team, they managed to help 

Dad when he collapsed and became hypoxic. Had it not been for their swift action, Dad would not be here 

today, massive appreciation and thanks to ******** and the fire officers for saving his life.  

Arrived when said it would, staff v kind and reassuring and did thorough checks before transporting me to A 

& E 

The 999 call staff & Guys who came were absolutely fantastic, professional and a pleasure to been dealt by 

them.   The Crew took stats, understood patients needs and were able to advise and then ensure they 

would be called again if improvement didn't take place.  I can't commend this crew enough, absolute 

gentlemen and knew what they were doing.  Thank you crew 10,000% brilliant!!   

Speed of response. Reassuring helpful staff on ambulance. 

The paramedics were very helpful and friendly and made me feel comfortable. 

The two paramedics who arrived were caring and professional, and they were very thorough.  

Treated my father in law with respect and empathy.  

Very quick, thorough and helpful. 

Excellent service  

Only good because took a while to get here but I do understand the reasons as everyone knows how much 

pressure the service is under  

Caring team ,all good 

Long time to arrive 

Some one with suspected sepsis had to wait 45 minutes for a call cack and then a further 1 hour for a 

ambulance  

Very thorough and very concerned about the patient and there care.  

The ambulance arrived, within  20 minutes,  the paramedics  where very polite and professional   

Caring and knowledgeable and carried out tests quickly. 

Arrived quickly and we're very kind and caring towards patient 

Quick arrival.  Lovely manner. Handled the situation professionally  

Paramedic who came first was very kind, understanding and friendly.  Both the ambulance men where the 

same. Made a very worrying experience very pleasant. Thank you 

Prompt- courteous and really cared and looked after me . 

10 hours wait for Ambulance to come. 

The speed of the Ambulance and the kindness of the ambulance crew 

Sometimes they come late  

The ambulance arrived quickly and got me to the hospital fast. 

Everyone was so kind and efficient when dealing with my elderly mum who had fallen and couldn't get up - 

she has a lot of health complications and the crew were empathetic and kept her calm and comfortable 

whilst explaining everything to me 

When i rang i was talked through the situation and dealt with very well  

The two paramedics were lovely with my Wife. They kept me and my Daughter informed all of the time. A 

credit to the NHS. 

Paramedics always treat my mum with dignity and always know what's wrong with her  

I collapsed at home and was stuck on the floor unable to move from 2100 hrs I rang for an ambulance at 

midnight and one eventually came at 0400 hours  



 

Although we wait around an hour for an ambulance, the ambulance service made contact with us by phone 

and I felt reassured that they were on their way. Once they did arrive my husband got excellent care and 

was taken to hospital quickly.  

Expected wait and next step explained 

The phone part of the process could be smoother and less stressful. The crew were professional and very 

compassionate  

From the call taker to the paramedics that attended, everyone was warm, caring, and professional. Both 

paramedics were excellent, checking on my pain levels and offering lots of reassurance. I cannot thank 

everyone involved in my call enough xxxxxx 

They came to help my husband and they were just excellent can't praise them enough  

They were great in dealing with me till they got me in to hospital great communication with me  

Great professional service felt listened to, both men sent to my house with the ambulance we’re great with 

the kids to 

Great service from the two guys, made my child feel comfortable and safe 

In the past couple of yrs my dad has needed the service a few times due to infections. They are lovely 

polite and professional 

Excellent in every way staff great 

Quick and comfortable service  

Staff were very efficient whilst being caring and supportive of my father. 

Calm response. Reassuring. Thorough as I was ringing for someone with chest pains the offer of getting a 

defibrillator wasn't given. I rang back later to ask for one 

Ambulance arrived very quickly and both paramedics were so lovely to me . Reassuring me and calming  

me down as I was in a lot of pain and worried.    

 This was my  first experience in an ambulance the y  calmed me down as could not my breath 

Extremely good care from the paramedics who listened and treated me well and made me feel like I was 

their top priority.   

My 87 year old Mam had fall and they said they were really busy so would be approx 1 hr but they arrived 

earlier and mum had to go to hospital to have cuts dressed and they were concerned ref break to her nose  

Very friendly, efficient , made to feel comfortable given choices and good advice while respecting wishes , 

carried out all test disgust finding  

Because the staff were very comforting and really did everything they could to make me feel better! 

the ambulance arrived fairly quickly and transported my brother to hospital in a very caring and efficient 

manner . 

Ambulance arrived within time advised and paramedics were thorough, helpful and calming 

the quick and prompt response clear questions to establish what was wrong with my father kept me calm 

on the phone arrived very quick  

They came within 10 minutes, they were very professional and caring did everything for my son and 

suggested us to take him to hospital for further check ups. They gave me reassurance that things are good 

with my son  

Very calm supportive service 

My brother has terminal cancer in 4 places.  He went hone for 2 days  then collapsed at home. We gad to 

lift him onto a sofa where he remained in agony and unable to stand.  We called 999 at 10.30pm and the 

ambulance arrived just after 6 am next day. We were told 2 hours.  Clearly a 60 year old in such terrible 

pain and distress is not a priority these days. Shambolic.. 

Very quick response to our call. Excellent care given to my daughter and myself 

My husband suffers from levy bodies dementia, he was in unbelievable pain 

Very helpful with loads of advice and very polite and patient  



 

******* age 9. ….. they made me calm and didn’t rush and they knew exactly what to do Grandma age 

61…… reassuring, calming, supportive. Excellent communication 

Really informative, attended to the patients need. Put the patient and family at ease 

Really informative. Put the patient and family at ease Attended to the patients needs  

The paramedics and ambulance were amazing after my horrible car crash. I was in shock and thought I 

was going to die! They all reassured me and went out of their way to make me feel safe and cared for.  And 

one person got all of my things out of my car. Another rang my partner for me. I can’t thank them all 

enough. I get emotional every time I think of what wonderful people they are. Love you all! You rock!  

All the paramedics. Work on husband till breathing stable. 

Because you do a good job and ambulance staff very good. 

Came in a reasonable time staff were calming for me. 

Satisfactory service. 

Staff on ambulance looked after me. 

From the moment I was receiving assistance and treatment with the moment I was released into custody" 

of the A&E staff my calls (ambulance staff) were courteous helpful and very competent. I thank them both. 

Very polite, professional and reassuring. 

Paramedics really good. 

They were very helpful and kept my son informed of what was happening as he lives 60 miles away up in 

Scotland. 

They are very nice. 

Ambulance staff very good and pleasant and reassuring. 

They were very pleasant and very helpful asking me how I fell and making a joke which made me feel very 

relaxed. 

Excellent service. From start to finish. 

The operator was very good and patient with me as I was upset. 

Paramedics great. 

Came fairly quickly, kept me calm and answered my conditions and got me to hospital very difficult getting 

me down stairs but made me feel safe and comfortable. 

Didn't have to wait too long. Helpful medics. 

Crews level of experience (high) was clear, was reassuring. 

They were quick to answer but not so quick to come out. 

I was well looked after and they were very caring to me. Thank you. 

Quick response and caring attention. 

Both ambulance crew and hospital staff were kind, polite and sympathetic to me during a worrying and 

unexpected experience. 

Because they handled the situation in professional manner, and were very reassuring to me. 

It is true. 

The ambulance was called on my behalf by GP at 5:30am via a 111 call. 

Because they were there for me. 

Prompt service. 

They were prompt, polite and experienced in what to do. 

Arrived quickly, were professional, calm and reassuring. 

They were very efficient. 

And unexpected. Called 111 who thought I needed an ambulance due to arm pains etc. Ambulance arrived 

quickly. I was given thorough examination, nothing services but took me to hospital a precaution. 

Very prompt and efficient and very caring. 



 

They were very thorough and very compassionate with my condition. 

Came within 30 mins. 

Staff were efficient/friendly and took appropriate action kept us informed. 

Prompt arrival of ambulance and professional paramedics. 

All very good service, ambulance arrival very good staff helpful and knowledgeable good assistance and 

respect. 

Quick and pleasant. 

The treatment I received was respectful. Helpful, was made to feel at rest calmed down and felt really pasty 

calmed down. 

Very comforting and professional. 

Response was excellent. Broken hip and arm. 

The operator was very helpful and plenty staff very good. 

Anything we could have done better? 

Emphasised the importance of stating the facts only at the start might have helped, otherwise, all good. 

Calls could be answered  quickly.  If you had more staff. 

Buy more ambulance and staff. 

Ambulances to arrive quicker 

Kept more contact 

The timescale of arrival could be better. However this is difficult as resources are stretched  

Given more health advice on how to make sure the patient was most comfortable and would be grateful to 

have been given more signs to look for if the patient got worse.  

Come sooner  

Only thing to better is response time 

Maybe a bit of diversity training. One of the paramedics who came the second time whose name I don’t 

know did say something that made me annoyed. But her attitude wasn't exactly pleasant either.  

Called a second crew to assist with getting the patient downstairs.  

111 service is overwhelmed and needs more staffing 

A quicker response time may have made a difference to her chance of survival  

Listening to the issue at hand and what's going on.  

The paramedic that came o. His own was couldn’t care less attitude   

Improve response time 

Give your crews better breaks and training on how to deal with the public. Attitude is highly important.  

Introduce themselves when they ring you. I got a call on a number I didn't know and the first thing the 

person said to me was 'Who am I speaking to' in a very curt manner. She rang me! I didn't know who she 

was. Maybe she could have said 'I'm ringing from the ambulance service, my name is .xxxxx, can I ask who 

I'm talking to?' Just a thought. It puts your back up straight away, to be spoken to like that, so dismissively. 

Then the tick list they go through - didn't apply to the person I was ringing about, but we have to waste time 

answering the questions. Would the amount of blood pouring put of the man's head fill a mug? Honestly 

how do I know that? What size of mug? Probably fill a pan if some-one doesn't help him soon.  

Got to me quicker, had to wait far too long. The ambulance had to travel the length of Durham and then had 

a far too long wait at Darlington hospital before admittance 

Phone operator questions could be condensed 

More ambulances to cover this area - A1 traffic accidents must take up main usage at times. Having to take 

patients down A1 and come back to carry on to another needy person must surely call for extra 

vehicles/staffAlso upgrade in all areas involved in emergency care call outs. 

Everything could have been better - was soo poor 



 

People skills and training your staff that not every illness manifests the same way in each individual!!!  

Arrive sooner 

Ambulance more comfortable  

Being more reassuring and sympathetic  

Quicker response time  

Have more gas and air available. I wasn’t able to have morphine and the first canister didn’t have much left 

and second one was used up quickly as it was all I could have. Had to meet another ambulance for more. 

That said this was all organised very well and didn’t delay my treatment.  

Maybe not take me to NSECH again. 

Improve waiting times. 

Arrive at correct location, despite advising I was at Gateshead side of bridge ambulance went to Newcastle 

side. Keep me up to date on when the ambulance would be arriving. 

Arrived as an emergency .  

Treat people as you would like to treated  

Arrived earlier as was heart attack 

Try caring and showing some interest  

More accurate info as ambulance came within 1 hour 

Need more ambulances on duty to avoid long waits! 

Listen to who’s on the phone. They know when someone is not right and needs help. You can’t tell by 

asking a few questions and deciding people lived that way.  

Wait times need to be decreased.  

Arrive quicker, but I know you are very busy. 

A little quicker please 

Treated your patients with better care 

Immediate ambulances for the elderly... Or at least a Dr's car to go to assess how urgent a patent really is. 

My mother had sepsis she died because of it.  

The triage algorithm seems to have difficulty accommodating multiple symptoms. Call handler was clearly 

seeking to find prime symptom which was somewhat difficult to articulate in the circumstances. e.g. 

dominance of shortness of breath or chest pain. 

Improve response times  

Whatever needs to be done to stop a priority 1 response taking 45-60 mins to arrive. 

The time given to wait for ambulance should be a lot mor accurate Due the tracking systems we have now 

a days it should be with in minutes not hours  

Possibly faster response 

Could have taken me to RVI, who have stroke unit, instead of QE, which hasn’t. (I’d had a stroke) 

Quicker response regarding the answer to my original 999 call 

Reduce waiting time for ambulances.  

Arriving sooner would be the only thing that could have been better.  

Waiting time.  I do appreciate this is not the fault of the NHS more the lack of funding from government 

We just need more ambulances on the road, but that's government budget, it needs to increase.  

Been quicker to arrive. 

Faster ambulance arriving time  

ECG machine on ambulance used different electrodes to the one in hospital. This incompatibility is wasteful 

and potentially time wasting when seconds count.  

other then having more staff especially at the same level as the ones I dealt with, and getting there faster, 

nothing really. 



 

Came quicker 

Initial contact could have been better. Appreciated the amb arrival would be some time not in immediate 

future but didn’t want continuous reiteration…..just wanted advice on how to make patient comfortable 

Arrive quickly, if it is central chest pain it should be prioritised  

Paramedic could have listened to what i was saying. Attention to how the paramedic treated the situation 

dealt with 

Response time. Due to being very busy. But kept us up to date with the response time. 

Waiting time down 

You need more staff more paramedics more ambulance drivers and staff on the phone who should 

compassion not sarcasm  

Sent ambulance sooner 

Sort the phone team out. Asking so many questions whilst having a heart attack. Stupid doesn't cover what 

I think of them. 

Put less stress on the caller, the caller in most cases is not medically trained, 

Speed up times 

Offer the use of a public defibrillator when patient is complaining of chest pains  

What can I say. Could have cared and prioritised him. 

Got here sooner. 

Not waited quite so long in ambulance outside my home before setting off for hospital. 

Just been able to come sooner. 

Got there sooner. 


